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ABSTRACT
The agreement of th _National- mission on New

Technological Uses .of CoEqrighted arks (CONTU) h----tBe. legislative

.intent .of the nelucopyright,law, which 'accor'ds copyright protectixYd
for computer data bases equivalent with the protection accOrded
compilationS In trad4eional.hard-copy foriat, includes several-
problem -areas: (1) What copyright; consequences attach to tile "itput"
into a computer of a copyriglitedT4ork? (4_ What rights does the
proprietor ofCopYright in a-data:base have in r gard to the.use-of
extracts provided in response to authorized searc r in.guiries
Made of the data, base? and (3) that constitutes pub ''cation of .a data
base, and what legal-consequencesattack to such publication? ;.

:Appropriate' registration and deposit requirements should be adopted
by'the Registrat.of:Copyrights consistent with the statatory.
discretion :vested in tfiat officials-to peiquit and encourage the
registiationand periodic-updating of iffeniifying material rather
than actual/duplicate copies of data bases. (Author/CMV)
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REPORT OF THE DATA BASE SUBCOMMITTEE TO THE L- :.

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF'.COP14LIGHTEDWORKS ,
,

. . . .

-I..
...) 3

. t.

The automated data base represents a new technological a type

of,worklong recognized as eligible for,copyright.. Dictionaries, encyclopedias,

and tables of numeric information are all-forms of data bases which antedate
. .

the computer by many decades, and for which, copyright prOtection has been/-.

anewill continue to be, 'available under'applicable copyright law., Under.
. - ,

the new lawa 'data base is'a coi511Ition and thus a proper subject for'.
1/ -.0 --* -

.copyright. This entitlement.to_copyright is not diminiihed by the
, ..

,

fixation-of the information 5ontenp-of a database in a mediutirequirinL
.- :d,

2,
intervention of a- computer to acComplish the communication of content.. -- , y. . .

Accordingly a data base; wh'ether printed in traditional hard copy or- fixed
--,

P.L. 94-553-defines "compilati I g
on as

e

7°

rBi,ifork formed by the collection a' td of
'pre-existing materials or of data4that ardttelected-r;
dbordinated,'or arranged iii such a way that the .

f resulting work as a whole constittites an original
J work of authorship..The term "compitation".

,incltides collective works.

2/.Sectio .102(a),,,P.L.94-553, provides that

t
Copyright .protection subsists, in accordance with

this-title, in original works of authorshiptfixed in
and tangible-bedium 'of expression, now knowt on-later
_developed, from which they can-be perceived, reproduced
or otherwise communicated, either directly Ow w"th the'
aid of a m'achineAP device-WctiTCasTed).

t
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On ,electromagnetic ape.. it proteCted:by. copyright .onderthe terms_o the
-

.

, . -
.new. L ,dlaw. ', ,

..
.,.._ .

.

-
.1

Computerreadable data based do differ`, of course, from,their hard-copy
.. , . ,

counterparts. Some of these differences-raise Cdpyright iSsues,aild:related
4--

polity considerations, and the Data Skse. Subcommittee has attempted'-to r
,
4

identify thoie societal. interests, and. values which, 'could be, advanced ,

p- I
- . .

by.the Commission's-recomiendations with regard to
,

data bases.. Adopyright .. :

.:
.

-applie-.
. .

.

=

d to data-bases shbuld, it was genei.atly agreed;,, encourage the -
e -

. 1 ;

. . \ i
r . i '

' V 4 . 1

.developMent and dissemination-of useful stores -b1; information,, so as to-make
-,

,this,information- readily aiTailabe to the public. In addition; the Commission
1 . .

- . , .-

should encourage data, base proprietbis to publish and register their copy-
. ,

,. , ,

righted works, which-You'd create a.public record of the txistence ofr,the works
4/, , .

,N
. .

. the- . ....

4.and,_ in urn, make possible-,public-awareness and ufili'zation of the -vbrks. .

, .

-
. _J- -. .

..,. 1 ,.
.. ..

3/ The House of Representatives RePort atcompanxing P. L.- 94 -553 'makes clear
the. intention --to. include computer-readable data Iaies. within. copyright Aso);

i ..
.. . , . .
-,explaining that :..,;: ..

, .

. .
.

7 :, :. 'S . - . .

The terrt, ' litdrary works':does not connote any criterion
?. of.literary merit or qualitative value it includes catalogs,1

directories.,. and similor factual references,_oi instrnctionaj.- -;

. .
-.works and compilations of ,data. It also includes computer data. .

baseS...H.R. Rep- 94=1475, '94th 'Cong., 2nd Sess. 54 (197P
[hereinafter'cite.d as "H.R. 94'7.1476"]-.

- a
4/;Miximization of public access to information contained in automated data -
bas-es is cited' as. a.'9ignificant goal- of a:riablonal i'nformati6n - policy in tfie
Report to the President of the United States_ofi National InformatiOn Policy'

(1976), prepared by the Domesitc Countil 'Committee on the Right of. -

Privacy, under the chairmanship. of then-Vice President Nelson Rockefeller.

. -
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The follow4g discussion is premised upon tbe- ComiiiissiOn's 'agreementwith
. .. _ ....

.

.

.

.
.

.

-,tbe'legislative intent of the new ci4iiright law. to accord copyright protection
.

copyright
,

, " ., : - .-- . _ .

. . .

for compUter data:bases equivalent-with the protection Accorded.compilation-s
' 0

00.. in traditional hard-copy' format. The .problem '-areas, identified by the Commission

are: I) What col3Yright.'consequences "a,ttach.to the-itiput" into% a_ computer'

of -a copyrighted work (perhaps. Netter: described -as the,fixation of a work

in a-mediaM capable of:use,withiidt'i computer system)? 2) What rights does

.

the.proprietor cif copyright a:data base have in regard 'to the use of

. exractsi provided in.'res'ponse'to'authorizedsearthes or enquiries made
,..,r.. ..

,-, -

of° the.dat base? Arid 3).What
..

constit publication of a data base, and
,.

. . .

'-

whit. I ieegal 'consecnces. attiCii tb publ
5/

. ation?

'

_ .

,i, T : The -"Input" Issue;
.

s'
.

s.

..1.-

% .
.

...

.:--, C Tnetissue.4b4her copyright liability should. attach at the "input"-
- % , ,

. .

_ .
. .

o- r "Output" stage o . use in- coujUncti leith ''.i computer, i.e., at the c
I ,- , ,.... 7.; _ .

..,
,

.
.

.
- .1. .

--time- a--work is placed in machine eadable form- in a. computer memory unit

.

. _

.-
,,, ,

.....

5/ ..it ,should be clear that the sathesirincii6les Which apply to(data.Wses
.

'apply alsO-to. any copyrightable works' empodied in a format -for use and-
. ,

reprod'uction within a computer. . . '`

).

'

g

f.
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or when access is sought to the work existing in computer memory, hays

been the primary source of disagreement regarding copyright protection

for works in computer-readablel-form. This issue provided the major impetus

for the introduction of Sction 117 into the copyright revision bill,

which was designed to delay reaching any final resolution of the

.

output" problem, without delaying passage of the copyright

"input-

revision bill, until'further consideration of the issue could be undertaken

by a then still-to-be-cr

01.

6/

ted commission (CONTU):-

6/ Section:117, P.L. 94-553,4 ovides:'

Notwithstanding the provisions'of sections 106 through
116 and 118 this title does not afford the-owner of .

copyrighein a work any greater or lesser rights with
respect to the use of-the work in conjunction with
automatic systems capable of.itoring, processing,
receiving', or .transferring information, or-in
conjunction with any similar device, machine, Or
.process than those afforded to works under the law,:
whether title 17'ior the common law or statutes of a
State, in effect on December 31,..1.977, as held
applicable and construed by a court in an action
brought uncle4 this title.

This.section,was first introdpced into%ghe Copkright revision bill in 1969,
see, 543, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969Y,.at which time the impact of the
compilter,, and particularly the "input-putput" question; was causing great
concern on the part of copyright proprietors. Section 117 was agreed upon
'b interested, parties as a means of permitting pissage of the: 6opyright
revision without committing the Congreds to a position on the computer-

It appears, never.theleA

1.4

related issue until more study could be. undertaken.

iJ

r.°



that the provision's of the new copyright law offer appropriate and,sufficient

guidance to'determine wfsat acts create copyright liability in this area.

The protection afforded by section 106 of the act would seemingly prohibit
.

J

th e unauthorized storage of a work within a computer, memory- which, being ,

.i .
.

'4
r %.5

.
,

merely one form of reproduction, would be one of the exclusive rights
.

7/
____

; 1. .

4)'
,

Considering the act of storing a computerized data base,in the memory

a computer as an exclusive right of the copyright proprietdr appears

granted by copyright.

consistent both with accepted copyright principles and with considerations

of fair treatment for potentially affected parties. Making a copy9of an entire
A

work,would normally, stsbjeqt to some possible exception for fair use, be-,

considered exchisiveLy within therdbmain of the copyright pr4rielor. One
. .

v
,

>,
would hav'e to assume, however, that fair use would apply rarely to therepro-

-dbction in their entirety of compendious works, such as' databases:. If .a

copy of the work is to be stored in a computer,and subsequently made accessible
,

, ' . /

to othera;.its creation would have to be properly authorized-by the copyright
, ...

I

proprietor'. -7be fact that only one copy.is*being made, or even that the owner
r

of the computer system intends to exact 'no fee for providink access to tie
. . ,

.
, ,

work, would no more i sulate the ies from liability for copyright infringement

7/ It- may be that theuse of the term !!irtpur to desd*ibe the act to which
.

copyright liability attaches'has been misleading. A more accurate description
of the process by which a work-may.be stored ina computer memory would
indicate that a reprodu6.Lion is created within the computermemory in order
to make the work accessible by means.of theiComputer. .

t. . S.
. .

.

.....

8I_ See section 107, P. L. 94-553 for statutory cri,periae1zgovening "fairAise."-,
/ .,

ex

4a, O
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e .v) 7.

thdn.would similar'circumstances insulate A public library Which made uieauthorized

. "sr-

duplications of entire copyrighted works f-Or its.b9sie lending. function's.",

4 7

,
Under normal circumstances, the "transfer by sale or lelse of a copyrighted

.

.
.

.
work in computer-readable for such as a data base,' `would be a meaningless

!
transaction unless implicit

,,
icit in the was the authorization to place

. ,

.

N
. or reprodude a.cppy in the memorn6unit of the transferees computer. Any

limitations on the use tOlie*.made of the,copy would be a matter to be

. negotiated between privatell)arties,'guided by apiiicable PUblic.policT
10/

-considerations. The proprietor of a work in computeyVeadable form would,
,r

4

under any 'foreseeable circumstances, be able .-to control by contract the/ture
,

. .. .

disposition of machine-readable cop ies
\,--

of his proprietary work. Thus,
%Q %

\ ?. 7the proprietor of copyright"in such 'a work'would always have a valid cause.
,, -=' -: ,, -- i

_

e

.

44.of action, arising either under copyright or contrac if a reproduction of",
A, "*.,

,7 .the work i4;enter,,td into A computer witnout,t-he,proprieter's authorization; or
,14

if a transferee authofizey'third.party to enter a copy into the memorygunit
/

,---'
.

of a ')computer in violatiOn Of the terms of a valid agreement with the propri/. etor.
.Si --0 . .-. -, e

C F

.

.

..9/ The example of a copyrighted or placed in .a computer memory solely' to
'facilitate an _individual's scholarlx, research hag been cited, in earlier.

...-,-.

Commission meetings as a possible fgiruse. The Data Base Subcommittee agrf.:es
that such a, use, restricted7to-individual research, should be considered fair,
Use.. In order to preyent'a e'ef the "permission" prbvided under fair Use'
princ4les, any "copy crea d in a machine "Mpthofy:should be' erased after.completion
of the particular, research pro ect for whicly.t was Made. This ':copy" could -

be retained, for archival or' urther researchpdtposes, only with
i' 4
authorization

,ffrost the-copyright proprie or./. -

, ?( 1
0

s : , -.

10/ Oupri t sale .by a copyright proprietor of .a copy of'a protected work, ....
rather than a lease under Which the proprietor retainsowner§hip of a copy (0

which the lessee may use in accord withmegoeiaeed"terms and conditions%3 3

'normallr'results in a complete loss of control over the copy %.' "ch has been sold.-
_.

reflects the -unwillingness of courtd to enforce .restric -n, on.the%
...

crest in analienation of!.property, onee a complete transfer of ownershi:,
i;pm of.property.has been accoMplished. .
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The fact that .copyright would not provide the sole right and remedy for
'

.

'unauthorized use of a protected work is neithei- unique to the protection

of proprietary interests in computer-readible works, nor i it a situation

11/

to be considered undesirable.

Accordingly, the Data Base subcommittee believes that the application
. . .

.
.

of principles alrea embOdied in, the language of
l
the new copyright 1.,

. A,
"1

achieves the_desired substantive legal. protection for copyrighted works which

exist in maChine7readble forM. The 'introduction of a work into computer

/
memory would, consistent kith thenewlaw, be a reproduction of the

r
work which is one of the exclusive-rights of the copyright proprietor.

,

,

The unauthorized transfer of an machine-readable embodiment of .a

mork*could subject` tie violators.'remedies for breach of corgsct.
. . K..:

' rinciples of fair use would be appliclible in limited instances to pxcie.an-i
- . )

unauthorized "input" of a work into computer memory.' Exemplifying such fair
i_

1

.
t

'
.

-
. .

, '.
_

uses-could be the creation:of a copy in computer memory in order to prepare... ..,

a concordance of a works or to perform a syntactical analysis of a work,

..--,which but, for the- use of a computer would'-require a prohibitive amount of
.

time and effort. To satisfy the criteria_of fair usl, any copies

created for such research purposes should be destroyed upon completion

11/ 'Remedies for breacCof contract, if the right being pxotected is

equivalentcto copyright, would not be'preempted'ufidef the-provisions off.17

Section. 01 of the new copyright law, and would accotdingly be available' to

-one:who, o the,tttength of 'a copyright interest, grigted permision to another

to make certaindsesof the copyrighted work only to have-the terms of the
authorization viblated,. There continues to be some'scope for state enfordement -.

of proisrietary rs.ghts in intellectual property'under,She new con-right law. .'

See-li.R. 94-1476, supra note 3 at 131-T32. The fact that state,
r
r anatherth .

.

federili law wouldSW-involved presents fey real problems. The existence of .

, ,

0". parallel, but pot equal rights and r state.and federal law:reflects advantages

as well as-disladvantage's inherent in a federal polity, and in evens both claims

cbuid,be-joinea in the same federal cause of action under principles of pendent

jurisdiction. ,

1
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for the research project for which they were created. Should the individual or

institution, carrying on this research desire to retain the copy for archival

purposes or future use; it should be:required to obtkin permission to do so from

the copyright proprietor,. All these- provisions could be explained it CONTU's final

report.and, depending upon actions taken by Congress pursuant to the report, would

he considered an interpretive aid to the copyright law akin to legislative reports.

. Scope of Copyright in a, Data Base

A computer-readable data base derives its value in large part from the ease

withwhich a user may retrieve from it data con*forming to certain specifications.

That ease is the product of several factors -- the organization of the data, the

sophistication of the.prog

the skill of the searcher
4

am whidh assists in the s'earching and retrieving, and

n articulating the rsearch criteria. The difference be-

tween usingl.a data base in hard copy and one in computer-reaa ble form is.that the
12/

-former is passive and the latter may be, in t he language lit a industry,, interactive.

Thus a student who searches-the Reader's Guide to Peri" ical Literature (a copyrighted '

)data base) must not only know what is sought but must also .painstakingly read much

Ansought material found in numerous volumes and updates to obtain the desired .

v .

information. If, however, an into active bibliographic data base i s)used only the
e 4

t

,

..

topic(s)ofinterestneedbeexpressedin,order.to receive citations to 'apparently
\ . t

pertinent li ature and, frequently, abstracts, of that literature to alloW further

evaluation of its utility. One important question for the Commission's purposes

cdhcerns what rights the proprietor of a computer-readable data base has
-4..

information obtained pursuant tID a user's request to, or "search" of such

a' data base.
2

l2 /' An "interactive data base is one with which a us r, aided by a computer, can
"converse," i.e., the user frames questions to which t e data baSe, contrdlled by

a computer, provides response., ..
11"

1
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There appears littl, doubt that one who obtained to ah h id access copyrighted.
.

-

data.base by normal comzeircial methodi--- paying the proprietor or the proprietor's
, I

authorized agen,t,t6r the right to search the data base and retrieve from it

.

information or data responsive to the search request -- would infrin,

existing copyright by retrieving the entire data base and marketing an exact

duplicate in competition with Ae copyright proprietor. Such activity would

beyond question be Unauthor::-.' copying. in violation of a valid copyright.

Purchasing access to inform,..-Jr1 Contdinesd in a data base no more entitles

'one to make/-and employ copies for commercial purposes than would purchasing

a copy, of acopyrighted directory entitle one to produce and disseminate

copies of the directory.
-

Two complications arise in attempting to the scope of protection

in a computeiized,,,dataa'se. First, such works ere, static; rather, they

are constantly being updated by the addition of current data and-thesdeletiOn of

that determined obsolete. Second, the questibn as to what rights a copyright

proprie.Vc& has in extracts Of.informatior retrieved pursuant to ah authorized

search the data-base. MusE be addressed. Provisions applicable to hoth

issues are found in the text and legislative reports of the new law.

The dynamic process by which a data base changes need not affect the

entitlement of thc,data basd to copyright protection. This propess raises

two concerns: 1) that deposit of a new embodiment of the'data base to reflect

'every modification of the data therein contained would be both.extremely

expensive for. the proprietor and cumbersome for the Library of and

2) that a proprietor, by, virtue
.

of the constant updating of the data base; could

claim copyright in the work in perpetuity, in disregard of the "limited times"

provision of the Constitutios and the statutory term of 75 years applicable
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.to data bases under the new statute. Neither of these concerns need cause
-r-

.serious problems. *

The deposit requirement should-prove no bar to prviding effective copyright

protection for.dynamic data bases. Deposit is not a precondition' to copyright

under the new law. Sections 407(c) and 408(c1 of the new'copyright statute

authorize the Register of Copyrights to exempt categories of material from

the deposit requirements by regulation, or to require alternative forms of

deposit. Computer data bases,peem well-suited for this 'exemption, for the
,

,

deposit of an identifying form would achieve the statutory purpose of "providing

a satisfactory archival record of'a wore-without imposing practical or finanrial
,

13/ '

. .

hardships on the depositor." Nor would a dynamic data base necessarily

obtain protection for a longer period than constitutionally or legislatively

authorized, any'more than would a telephone directory be given perpetual protection

by virtue of its being updated annually. The proprietor of. a data base would.

,,have to register anew per,odicIlly for copyright in such work, just as the

4

i

'proprietor of a telephone directory obtains copyright in new editions of a

work periodically appearing.

Similar also to,a telephonesdireatory, copyright in a dynamic data base

protects no individual datym, but only the systematized form in which the

data is presented. The use of one item retrieved from such a work 7- be it
. ;"'

an address; a chemical formula, or a citation to an. article -- would not

.

under reasonable circumstances merolt the attention of the copyright

proprietor. Nor' would it conceivably constitute infringement of copyright.

. .
43/ Section 407, P L.- 4-553.
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The retrieval and reduplication of any, alibitiPtial portion Of a data
- , .,

, -: ,_ /----- - . - .-
.

'6,AVei-whether ornot,the.individual data are in theAoublic dOmaini.-- .... . 4,-- . .
.

, .r. ' I', -

.. would aikely constitute a duplication of thi copyrige6\,element.ofs
- -, .

,
. ...

-'17j,:.- 4 v%
.

---:-..a data bafse, and. would be an infringement. In any linti the issue-. . .

_e
.

7Of how such ig.enotNgll to constitute a "copykight violation would lik-elyt
..411

,
,

.

'.-- .

entail analysist_on a case-by-case basis with Considerations of fair use

-..bearing on whether the unaufhorized:copYing of a imited 'prdtion of a

data base would be-peld non- infringing. -Ttie`GOmmissi3n could recommend
:

in its Report, te-at_fair use wOuldEavevepriimIted-force hen an

unauthorized copy%of a data base wasmade for primarily commercial use.

Orli.), when information of substantial amdunt were extracted and duplicated

e
fdr redistribution would serious problemt exist, raising concerns about

.
the - enforcement of. proprietary rights.

It appears that adequate legal protection for proprietary rights in

extracts fi'om data bases exists undet tranditional copyright principles

as expressed in the new law, supplemented by Still-available relief undek.

common law principles ofunfair competition. The unauthorized taking of
I

-

substantial segmenti of a:copyrighted data, base should be considered

infringing, consistent with case law
-14/

in various forms of airectories. In

developed from infringement of copykight

addition, common law principles of mis-

appropriation, which according to the-iegislative repoits accompanying
15/

the-nexe law -are not pre6mpted with regard to computer databases, are

available to enforce proprietary rights i these works.

14/ See, e.g., Leon v. Pacific Tel., 91 F. 2nd 484 th' Cir. 19371
,and JewefiT's Circular Pub. Co. v. Keystone Pub.do., 281 F. 83 (2d dir.),
cert. denied, 259 U.S. 58°1 (1.922),affig 294 F. 932 (S.D.N.Y. 1921).-

15/.R.R. 94-1476, supra note 3 at 132.
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411. Publication
4

sV,ublicay.on" is' defined in2secrion 101 Of-the neW-41aw as foilows:'

"the distribution'of copies-or:IA.1bn°-)

records Of-a.work to the public by salepr other transfer of ownership, or, by
...* renial-; lease,.or lending. The offering

,

.

-rto disiribute copies or phohorecords to
a group of peisoni for purpo'ses of further. -,

distribution, public performance., or
public display, constitutes publication,'
A public performance-or display of a:work.
-does not of itself constitute publication:. -

. --. .
_.....

' -
. . .1,,

.According to. sections 401 and-407 of the new law, after publication the '...'

copyright owner is required.to place copyright notice upon all publicly

distributed copies-of eWoi-k, and to deposit fora the Library of Congress

two copies of the work. If a proprietor (wishes also to register the work

in accordance With section 408; the deposit reqUired by section 407 must

be.accompani4d by the prescribed registration application- and fee. While

the failure'to deposit co2i.es will not result in forfeiture of copyright, the
16/,

failure to place notice on published copies may. Accordingly, it is of

consid,erable,importaoce to know what acts constitute publication of any copy-
-

--4
righted work. Computerized data bases ,are no,exception.

16/ Under the new law,; the.most signifi6ant effect of the act of publication17 the-requirement that copyright notice be affixed to all copies bf thework distributed thereafter.- Omission of notice may result, in accord with
the provisions Contained-,in Section 405, in the foreiture of copyright.Section'405 of the, Act of 1976 provides that omission of notice willnot
invalidate copyright if notice is omitted from a,relatively small number oYpublicly distributed copies, if the work, is registered within 5 years of
publication and reasonable efforts are made to add notice to pubicly dist
ributed.copies,.or if-amisaion of notice violates terms set by the prop-rietor .for.authorizing public distribution of copies of-thewoik. Section406 deals with errors in contents of the notice with like flexibility.-The failure to include notice may, at /east tempor.41-ily deny the, proprietor>his full rights in a copyrighted work, i.e., to prevent and collect damages
for unauthotized copying.,

.
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The definition cited and further discussed in the legislative

reporcg accompanying the law, provides a reasonablyclearrbenchm4rk for

1
determining when a data base used in conjunction`-with an automated storage

and retrieval system, i.e., a computer, is "published" fort the purposes

of the copyright law. The House Committee Report' thoroughly discusses

!

the conceptof publication in.the context of consi-deping the

copyright underthe'newbill..-It states that::.

"Under theAfinitiOn in section' 10,1, a-

work is Sublishee,if oneormore"-Copies.

or phonorecords/iMbodying'it area distributed.

to the public --.that is, geheral:ly:to.peisoris

under no explicit or implicit'restrictions
with respeCt to disclosure of. its' contents --

without regard to themanner in which the

copies'or phonorecords changed hands. The

definition . . . makes pfiin that any form..

of dissemination in which a material object

does.snot change hand4 performance or
displays on teleVision, for:example -- is
not a publication no matter how many people4'.

are expo?ed to the work.. On the other hand,

'the definition also Makes clear that, when

copies. orephonorecords are Offered to a

group of wholetdalers, broadcasters,.motion

pictures.,' [sic],etc.,''publicatiOn
plaCe if the purpose is 'fUrther distribution,

public, performance, or public display.'" 17/.

duration of

.- ..

Accordingly, a data base proprietor conid, by_display.alone, make the

-

data base 2viallabla to usdl.s.., without having published the data base.

The same would be true where the ropriet6r leased a tape containing the

data baie directly-to a user arid placed that user under explicit restri;Ftions

-

prohibiting disclosufe or,transfer Under these circumstances, the failure

to place Copyright notice on the data base, or to register with the Copyright

Cifica 'would jeopardize no rights the proprietor might have. If, however,

17/ H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 138 (17976):
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.

theyproprletor authorized transferees?to distribute cropies -or make available

displays of the.eathcs-e, publication-would be accomplisiled 'and the4notice
-

"."

and registration requir s of the law would-take a44*-ct: Many,data bases

*
are marketed in exactly this ways with the prop`rietgfr authorizing the

- 4

-

broker to distribute or display extracts from the data bas,c ,/- : ._

1:1f ,
0.

-

,

Certain conseqUenoes-flaw rom the publication 6T any work. Publication
,

/ // ,
.

- I
..'

ii
t

-i-of a work activates the requirement of `deposit' under section 407, and .a
/ ----

:proprietor might choose not to.publish and-thereby avoid t_e . need to -affix

notice too all, copies and deposit two copies for the Library of Congress'.

The doctrine of fair use may be-applied more narrowly to ,unpublished-than

to published works. The Senate Report accompanying the new law indicates

that "The applicicability of the fair use doctrine to unpublished works

is narrowly limited since, although the.work in unavailable,' this is
15/

the result, 'of a deliberate.choice on the part of the copyright owner."

Accordingly, the proprietor of a work may have somewhat greater rights in un-

'published as opposed to published works.

Certain remedies fo'r infringements maybe made available, to one

who,publishes and registers a work which would be nie to the .proprietor ,

of an unpublished, unregiitered work -finder the pro of section 412
. -

of the Act of. 1976'. One who stfccessfully prosecute aeeopyright infringement

action may be entitled, undLr section 504,,. f th ew. law., to an award of-
.

statutory damages in spite of an inability to prove actual damages-
.

.The proprietor pay also bb entitled to an. award of attorney's fees un

the pfovisions of section 505. Section 412' provides that the proprietor

of copyright in a work neither published nor registered at the time .

f the infringement is, not entitled to these remedies; the proprietor of a

18/ S. Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 64 (1975).

16



. published. work, however; may reg r the<work within three months after

publication withovt forfeiting-these remedies, for infr4nging acts. oc5urring

after publication

of.these remedies

period after publication for registering

. While the key facton in -determining the availability

is registration, there exists the

copyright,

the 'tack of registration Twill" not preclude
-.

and_attorneyrS fees for infringements then occurring. Nosuch grate'perioB-

threemonth grace

.during which period

availability of statutory damages

fA--registeiing woiki which are unpublished: Consistent with this
, % ,.

thrust or the new law, the Commission's ,recommendations should encourage

proprietor's of data bases to publish-and register theirrlarks and create

a ,public record of .the. informationavailabIe through- theirproprietar.y

works..

'IV. Recommendafions

As previously discussed, the

he quEKtions raised in relation

data hases. We believe, for

new'"law appears to deal with many of

to copyright protection and automated

example, that the questions 'relaying

to wheth-er.or notinpof-ti ditabafe isan-exclusive-,night included
'

within copyright, and to-the scope, of protection= to be provided a.:data bas,eN\
b- copyright, can and should,be answered in accord with the froviplOds.

- V
alreadj-&enaeted ir. tee new copyright..lawflecause 'bases

sense,. unique, believe .the inclUsion

finalepOtt, consistent

1.

are, some

Of appropriate 'language in CONTU's

with that employed in th contents of this

memorandum, will proVide an appropriate interpretive aid to the statute.

The Subcommittee further bel eves that approprI te registration and dtposit

requirements shOuld: be adopted by t'Ke Register of Copyrights consistent with the.,

statutory- discifetion vested in that official, to permit and encourage the
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registration and periodic updating
4 4

actual duplicate copies of data base Reasons justifying such ,

,.,- A
. 1 i

action by ;hp Register are found' bodyof'this memorandum.
.

.

There appears no reason to taiior any notice requirements specifically,
..11

. .
..,

computer readable works: gerreral principl4s contained in the new law
.0/. /

-

. 1

seem
y . 1

/ -

eem adequate without being
.

particularly burdepsome. Diorite appeasing
. 1

f identifying material -rather than

on the iniCt4al'display of any extract or extracts obtained 6orrthe
_.:-

C - --.-----.1 r

data base pursUant to a earth should comply-With the intent of the'

l'')- .

.

statutory notice requirement. Co-pyrigt\t notice can-ea ly be fnClud"e4,

,
- ''

on the in4
,

tial display extracted from a data base,,aa humanadable notice
.- .

. .

appear /ancan also the,

19/
report.

packaging. This could 1?e .explained in , CONTU's final

we recommend the deletion of Section of the new,law,

as was apparently the legislative intent upon completion of CONTU's work.

Whether 'or not CONTU's recommendations are adopted by Congress, it Would..
, . j

be anomalous and undesirable, as, well as perhaps meaningless, to continue

to include reference to r-revision bill law within a hew statutory'

enactment intended, to be a complete codification of the law.

19/ The Copyright Office is currently drafting
1 reulations -to) take effect

upon the effectiye date of the new law. The CONTU-staff q4as4ieen informed
that, as a result of the issues of data tise deposit and notice-otquirements
having been raised by CONTU, these issues will be thessubject'oroposed
regulations presently being drafted,

t
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STSEMENT 6rcatIMI,SSIONER -GEORGE D. CARY
.

.

Although I concur in the overall provisionS orthe 'draft reggrt
.;

.- .-. ,
. :.

of the Data Base Subcommittee, I sho4d liketo note_ a matter which.
.

maybe related
-- -,

to the '-deposit of -Data Bases as an e4eteat in;the registration'
L--:.,

- -
.

process, and,which bears further consideratiOn.
. _. .-

.

While I agree with, so march of the proposed recommendation appearing
. .. .

' -

on pp. 15-16 of thie draft report "dated 18 Apri1'1977 that urges thee"

gegister of Copyrights to adopt appropriate regulatiOn,s "to permit and

encourage the registration and updating of identifying material," I have\
-

some misgivings to express 'agreement with that portion -Of.the recommentiation
. .

,

which implies that incno case should the Data B.4st itsdlf:be deposited."
- -' -_, ,t_

v .
, .. IUnless and until the Copyright Office poesesses the.necessarj, equipment-.,

. - ..,
,

.

which could cause the electroniel.signal on a taie disc, ,etc: .to be
.

\ -

"perceived, reproduced or otherwise communicated either directly or .with

-the aid of a'machine or-device, rmanner adequate to serve.the needs
- -

of its patrons, it'may_serve no useful public purpose to.requirethe

deposit of 'a complete. Data-Ba'Se.in each' and every case.. thiS is not

to say that in every-situation "identifying material" may always be
ij

0 :

suitable, or satisfactory. It is to, thes possibilities.thit I believe.
- .

4
e'

the door to deposit should not be closed'.

Again, the Commission should be more specific with respect t9,the

contents of the "identifying material" in lieu of copies which it is

proposed to request the Register of Copyrights to embody in .a regulation-.

The pubife interest-is to be served, it -seems- to", wily if the. "identifying,

material" contains sufficient inforriiation to indicate exactly what. specific
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mattef,is being made"the subject of 'particuTif 4opyright registration.''
11-

In sbort, it should serve' as an abstract of the Data Base itself.
-..

example; in the case of a Data 'Base which is continually being

'-''updated by the minute 01 hour/, it 1.1ould seam to be mOst'unsatisfactory

to one searching the records orthe-Copyright Office to find "identifying
- -

,-.

mateiial4;_which merely spe4fied:that.the Particular ci.L.m of copyright --);

. . )

covered 'additions and revisions."
, ,-----.

The "identifying'matexial," }et seems to
\

be, must be meaningful and
- ) . --71-

.4

complete enough to direct one searching the records to an understanding

f /the content -of the 'particular copyright dlaim. Ih some situations,

it. may be<tha-t only a rvdirig. out of the-Dara Base 'itlelf may be able_

to furnish the deSired infocsaation. Hehce my reluctance_tro recommend'

the- acceptance by the Copyright Office of "identifying material" in

all cirgumstances.

*MO

ti


